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The Run-Away Bestseller of 2008, now
in paperbackMany critics believe Adam
Gilchrist is the greatest
wicketkeeper/batsman to have played
the game, but Adam's huge popularity
does not rest solely on his incredible
track record. To his millions of fans
around the world, it is the way he plays
the game - rather than simply the sum
of his achievements - that marks him
out as one of the best-loved cricketers
of his generation. He is both a
swashbuckling batsman and recordbreaking wicketkeeper, yet perhaps his
true impact has come from the manner
in which he plays his cricket - with an
integrity and sense of values that many
thought had departed the game
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forever.True Colours is his
autobiography, and like the man himself
it's incomparable. With unflinching
honesty, intelligence, compassion and
humour, Adam takes you into the world
of cricket that few outside of the
Australian team have ever seen. From
his early struggles to establish himself,
through to the giant achievements of
the Australian test and one-day sides,
True Colours offers an extraordinary
window on Adam, on cricket's major
stars and on the game itself.
A bumper collection of the funniest
anecdotes, jokes and stories from
cricket's best-loved personalities.
Cricket is a funny old game -- even
when rain stops play! Now you can
read not only the most popular stories
by five of the game's all-time great
characters -- Richie Benaud, Dickie
Bird, Henry Blofeld, Brian Johnston and
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Fred Trueman - but also the humour
and insights of modern players
including Michael Atherton, Andrew
Flintoff, Darren Gough, Kevin Pietersen
and Shane Warne. Crammed full of
dozens of hilarious anecdotes about
legendary Test cricketers such as Ian
Botham, Geoffrey Boycott, Denis
Compton, Michael Holding and Merv
Hughes -- plus broadcasting gaffes,
sledging, short-sighted umpires and the
first male streaker at Lord's!
Many critics believe Adam Gilchrist is
the greatest wicketkeeper/batsman to
have played the game, but Adam's
huge popularity does not rest solely on
his incredible track record. To his
millions of fans around the world, it is
the way he plays the game - rather than
simply the sum of his achievements that marks him out as one of the bestloved cricketers of his generation. He is
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both a swashbuckling batsman and
record-breaking wicketkeeper, yet
perhaps his true impact has come from
the manner in which he plays his cricket
- with an integrity and sense of values
that many thought had departed the
game forever. True Colours is his
autobiography, and like the man himself
it's incomparable. With unflinching
honesty, intelligence, compassion and
humour, Adam takes you into the world
of cricket that few outside of the
Australian team have ever seen. From
his early struggles to establish himself,
through to the giant achievements of
the Australian test and one-day sides,
True Colours offers an extraordinary
window on Adam, on cricket's major
stars and on the game itself.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Award, this novel about
a resilient and courageous woman has
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become a Broadway show and a
cultural phenomenon. A PBS Great
American Read Top 100 Pick Celie has
grown up poor in rural Georgia,
despised by the society around her and
abused by her own family. She strives
to protect her sister, Nettie, from a
similar fate, and while Nettie escapes to
a new life as a missionary in Africa,
Celie is left behind without her best
friend and confidante, married off to an
older suitor, and sentenced to a life
alone with a harsh and brutal husband.
In an attempt to transcend a life that
often seems too much to bear, Celie
begins writing letters directly to God.
The letters, spanning twenty years,
record a journey of self-discovery and
empowerment guided by the light of a
few strong women. She meets Shug
Avery, her husband’s mistress and a
jazz singer with a zest for life, and her
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stepson’s wife, Sophia, who challenges
her to fight for independence. And
though the many letters from Celie’s
sister are hidden by her husband,
Nettie’s unwavering support will prove
to be the most breathtaking of all. The
Color Purple has sold more than five
million copies, inspired an Academy
Award–nominated film starring Oprah
Winfrey and directed by Steven
Spielberg, and been adapted into a
Tony-nominated Broadway musical.
Lauded as a literary masterpiece, this is
the groundbreaking novel that placed
Walker “in the company of Faulkner”
(The Nation), and remains a
wrenching—yet intensely
uplifting—experience for new
generations of readers. This ebook
features a new introduction written by
the author on the twenty-fifth
anniversary of publication, and an
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illustrated biography of Alice Walker
including rare photos from the author’s
personal collection. The Color Purple is
the 1st book in the Color Purple
Collection, which also includes The
Temple of My Familiar and Possessing
the Secret of Joy.
KP: The Autobiography
Six Machine
The Search for Steve Waugh
The Sunday Times Bestseller
Underneath the Southern Cross
Michael Clarke
Who really is A.R. Rahman? We know
the music. But do we know the man?
For the first time, our national
pride--winner of National Film
Awards, Academy Awards, Grammys
and hearts--opens up about his
philosophies: hope, perseverance,
positivity and love. From his early
days as a composer of advertisement
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jingles to his first big break into
feature films, from his keenness to
integrate new technology with a
good old-fashioned music score to
the foundation of his music school,
from his resounding entry on to the
international stage to his directorial
debut, from his philanthropy to his
inner life, Notes of a Dream captures
the nostalgia, the drama and the
extraordinary success story of A.R.
Rahman with all the rhythm and
melody, the ups and downs, of a
terrific soundtrack by the man
himself. Featuring intimate interviews
with the soft-spoken virtuoso, as well
as insights and anecdotes from key
people from his life, this balanced,
uplifting and affectionate book is the
definitive biography of A.R. Rahman:
the man behind the music--and the
music that made the man.
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This 1918 volume provides the
complete letters between American
poet Walt Whitman and his
controversial friend, English writer
Anne Gilchrist.?Gilchrist became an
avid Walt Whitman fan after reading
his?Leaves of Grass. She moved
to?Philadelphia?with her children in
1876 after her eldest daughter voiced
an interest in attending medical
school. There, Anne met Whitman
and the two formed a lasting
friendship. After writing the first
major criticism of?Leaves of
Grass?entitled?A Woman's Estimate
of Walt Whitman?around 1870, Anne
began to hear rumors about the
possible romantic relationship
between the two. While she and
Whitman remained in touch through
detailed letters, Anne moved back to
England in 1879, never seeing the
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American poet again.
'If the ball's there, hit it. Don't worry
about what might happen. Play for
the glory. Play for the six' Chris Gayle
is the only man to have ever hit a six
off the first ball of a Test match. But
then producing the impossible is an
everyday act for the West Indies
legend: the first man to smash an
international T20 century, the first to
hit a World Cup 200, the fastest
century in the history of the game. He
has hit twice as many T20 sixes as any
other man and scored two Test triple
centuries. All this is delivered with
cricket's biggest bat and an even
bigger smile. Off the pitch, millions
follow him on Instagram and Twitter
to catch a glimpse of a globe-trotting
life spent in nightclubs as much as
nets, hot-tubs as often as helmets and
pads. He plays late, parties later,
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demolishes a king-size pile of
pancakes and then strolls out to
mangle another hapless bowling
attack. But do we really know him? Do
we know what took a shy, skinny kid
from a cramped tin-roofed shack in
the dusty back streets of Kingston,
sharing a bed with three brothers and
stealing empty bottles to buy food, to
the very top of the cricket world without losing himself along the way?
Outrageous and utterly original, this
unputdowneable memoir will leave
you reeling. Welcome to the world of
the Six Machine.
Whether you re a weekend cricketer
or aspiring armchair expert, Cricket
For Dummies helps you make sense
of this fascinating sport. Not just a
jargon busting guide to cricket s
laws, techniques and tactics, it also
contains advice on kitting yourself
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out and provides lessons on playing
the game and improving your
batting, bowling and fielding skills.
For the budding fan, there s a guide
to the greatest players, the
memorable matches, and a tour
through the cricketing scene ‒ both
domestic and international ‒ giving
you the knowledge you need to fully
appreciate this special game. This
book has been updated for the Ashes
2009, featuring revised information
on new players, the Indian premier
league, Stanford 20:20 and the latest
coverage of past and future
competitions. Julian Knight is a BBC
journalist, writer, and cricket
enthusiast. He is a former youth
coach and captain, and has been a
club cricketer for over 20 years.
Consultant Editor Gary Palmer played
first class cricket for ten years with
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Somerset before becoming a
professional coach.
My Autobiography
Cole's Funny Picture Book
The Letters of Anne Gilchrist and Walt
Whitman
The Man. the Cricketer. the Legend
The Autobiography
Prices of Books

Cricket has been the heartbeat
of Mike Hussey's life since the
age of 12, about the time that he
found it more comfortable to bat
lefthanded than right. He adores
the game, analyses it,
researches it and respects it.
Described as Bradmanesque,
Hussey is the fastest batsmen
ever to reach 1000 test runs,
and he certainly knows a thing
or two about how to put willow
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on leather. Since first donning
the baggy green in early 2005,
he has tormented opposition
bowlers the worldover. Whether
dashing English Ashes dreams
at home or shining in oneday
colours, Hussey is a batsman
and cricketer of outstanding
ability, versatility and class. But
it wasn't always this way. Few
at his first club, Perthbased
Wanneroo, rated the skinny and
shy teenager. Mike was
terrified and doubtful himself
when first picked for their A
side. He knew he had to gain
weight, get stronger and
practise. So he did. A lot.
Endless hours of training and
thousands of balls later Mike
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was ready to step up and be
counted. The rest, as they say,
is history. In this, his first ever
book, Mike reveals how he
made the transformation from
talented teenager to sporting
superhero, his remarkable
passion for the game and
exactly what makes him such a
fierce, driven competitor.
Packed with jawdropping facts
and figures and illustrated with
colour and black and white
photographs, Mr Cricket is the
unputdownable story of Mike
Hussey and the essential
cricket companion for 2008.
THE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER 'Outrageous,
audacious, jaw-dropping'
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SUNDAY TIMES 'An essential
read' DAILY MAIL 'Utterly
captivating' DAILY
TELEGRAPH 'Hugely
entertaining' GUARDIAN The
fascinating life story of
professional cricketer Kevin
Pietersen, MBE, from his
childhood in South Africa to his
experiences as one of the
leading lights in the world of
international cricket. Kevin was
dropped from the England squad
in February 2014, seemingly
calling time on an international
career that began nearly ten
years earlier. The decision
puzzled many observers although the England team had
failed miserably in the Ashes
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tour of 2013-14, Kevin was the
tourists' leading run scorer
across the series, and he
remains the country's highest
run scorer of all time across all
formats of the game. Kevin
reveals all in his autobiography,
telling the stories behind the
many other highs and lows of
his incredible career. Giving
readers the full story of his life,
from his childhood in South
Africa to his experiences as one
of the leading lights in the world
of international cricket, KP is an
autobiography that entertains
and fascinates readers in equal
measure.
Introducing 30 ultimate team
players whose passion,
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leadership and risk-taking have
shaped Australian
cricket.Celebrate the men and
women hand-picked by the
legendary Adam Gilchrist as
some of the greatest team
players the game has ever seen.
Featuring anecdotes, stats,
biographical information and
brilliant illustrations by Michael
Weldon, Champions of Cricket is
the perfect gift for young
cricketers everywhere.
From working the land in
Narromine to winning cricket's
World Cup three times, Glenn
McGrath has always faced life
with fierce determination and an
unerring will to succeed, despite
the odds. Following his
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retirement from international
cricket, McGrath shares the
story of his life - in cricket and
off the field. Known as 'Pigeon',
he won his baggy green cap in
Perth in 1993 and went on to
forge a brilliant career, retiring
as cricket's most successful fast
bowler with 563 Test wickets.
McGrath entered Ashes folklore
in 1997 when he destroyed
England by taking 8 for 38 at
Lord's, and he even scored a
Test half-century with the bat.
With leg spinner Shane Warne,
he formed the most devastating
bowling combination in Test
history. Glenn McGrath's most
meaningful achievements,
however, have been off the
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field. With his wife Jane, who
battled breast and bone cancers,
he established the McGrath
Foundation, a major fundraiser
for and supporter of people with
breast cancer. In the book, in
their own words, the McGraths
discussed their ongoing battles
with the disease. Line and
Strength is the tell-all story of
an Australian country boy who
took on the world. After battling
cancer for 11 years, Jane died
on 22 June 2008. Glenn is now
the Chairman of the McGrath
Foundation and continues to
fundraise tirelessly to place
breastcare nurses in hospitals.
The Picador Book of Cricket
Beyond a Boundary
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The Complete Story
Adam Gilchrist's Champions of
Cricket
The Color Purple
Ponting

From working the land in Narromine
to winning cricket's World Cup three
times, Glenn McGrath has always
faced life with fierce determination
and an unerring will to succeed,
despite the odds. Following his
retirement from international cricket,
McGrath shares the story of his life in cricket and off the field. Known as
'Pigeon', he won his baggy green cap
in Perth in 1993 and went on to forge
a brilliant career, retiring as cricket's
most successful fast bowler with 563
Test wickets. McGrath entered Ashes
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folklore in 1997 when he destroyed
England by taking 8 for 38 at Lord's,
and he even scored a Test halfcentury with the bat. With leg spinner
Shane Warne, he formed the most
devastating bowling combination in
Test history. Glenn McGrath's most
meaningful achievements, however,
have been off the field. With his wife
Jane, who battled breast and bone
cancers, he established the McGrath
Foundation, a major fundraiser for
and supporter of people with breast
cancer. In the book, in their own
words, the McGraths discussed their
ongoing battles with the disease. LINE
AND STRENGTH is the tell-all story
of an Australian country boy who
took on the world. After battling
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cancer for 11 years, Jane died on 22
June 2008. Life for Glenn, Holly and
James is lonely but fulfilling.
A personal selection of Peter
Roebuck's favourite cricket characters
past and present, written in his own
inimitable style and from his vantage
point as both player and
commentator.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
& TELEGRAPH BOOKS OF THE
YEAR Get to know England legend
Alastair Cook in his fascinating and
remarkably honest autobiography 'He
is England's greatest ever batsman . . .
a hugely enjoyable book' Daily Mail,
SPORTS BOOKS OF THE YEAR
_________ Watch. The. Ball. It's just
you. Standing at the crease. Waiting.
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The bowler is running. His arm
swinging. The ball - 155 grams of
cork, string and leather - is hurled at
you. At 90 mph it travels 22 yards in
under half a second. You can barely
see it and you've got to be swinging
your bat before it's halfway towards
you. Because you are in its path . . .
Alastair Cook, one of England's most
decorated players and highest test run
scorer, knows what it is like to be
your best under pressure. Yet at 33 he
called time on his England career.
Come with him as he relives the
fraught hours on the pitch, the
desperate lows and astonishing highs,
the paralysing anxiety that can send
the best back home and the
extraordinary battle of wills with
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yourself, the opposing players and
even those supposedly on your own
side. This is cricket as you've never
seen it. The view from the inside . . .
LONGLISTED FOR THE
TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK OF
THE YEAR AUTOBIOGRAPHY
AWARD _________ 'Fascinating,
timely. Delves into the psychological
challenges of the game' Guardian
'Bracingly honest' Times
Going in first or seventh, wearing
whites or colours, Adam Gilchrist was
the most exhilarating cricketer of the
modern age.This is the most complete,
intimate and fascinating illustrated
autobiography of 'Gilly', one of the
most loved sportsmen of his
generation.Featuring personal
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photographs, stories and precious
keepsakes from Gilchrist's private life
and illustrious career, this book
provides unprecedented access to
Gilly, on and off the field.Peppered
with anecdotes, reflections and jibes
from friends, family and many of
the biggest names in Australian and
world cricket, this is the ultimate
collection for sporting enthusiasts.
The Ashes Diary
Roy
Caught in the Middle
Memoirs of a Cricket Umpire
Mr Cricket
Notes of a Dream
A tribute to the finest writers on the
game of cricket and an
acknowledgement that the great
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days of cricket literature are behind
us. There was a time when major
English writers – P. G. Wodehouse,
Arthur Conan Doyle, Alec Waugh –
took time off to write about cricket,
whereas the cricket book market
today is dominated by ghosted
autobiographies and statistical
compendiums. The Picador Book of
Cricket celebrates the best writing
on the game and includes many
pieces that have been out of print,
or difficult to get hold of, for years.
Including Neville Cardus, C. L. R.
James, John Arlott, V. S. Naipaul,
and C. B. Fry, this anthology is a
must for any cricket follower or
anyone interested in sports writing
elevated to high art.
He was the greatest batsman of his
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generation and, as captain,
possessed the sharpest tactical
mind in the game. Bursting onto the
scene in 2004 with a Test century
on debut, Michael Clarke was
Australian cricket's golden boy. And
the batting prodigy they nicknamed
'Pup' certainly fulfilled his destiny in
a stellar 11-year international
career of 115 Tests, 8643 runs and
28 centuries. Clarke's rollercoaster
four-year reign as Test captain was
marked as much by bravery as
brilliance - a 5-0 whitewash of
England in 2013-14, the 2015
World Cup triumph, and a ten-hour
unbeaten 161, batting with a broken
shoulder to lead Australia back to
the #1 world ranking in 2014. Yet
Michael Clarke also sparked fiercer
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debate than any other Australian
sports star. For a decade his
personal life, career fortunes and
controversies - real or imagined were splashed across front pages
and scrutinised. Was he simply a
hard-working, western suburbs kid
living every Aussie boy's dream?
Or a 21st century cricketer mired in
all the trappings of celebrity? In the
echo chamber of social media, the
truth about Michael Clarke was
warped, then lost. Clarke's enigma
deepened but he kept his mouth
shut and his dignity intact, knowing
the chance to tell his extraordinary
story would finally come. And now it
has. My Story is the real Michael
Clarke, standing up and speaking
out for the first time. Bucking the
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conventions of traditional biography
to go hard at the big issues, Clarke
speaks fearlessly and poignantly
about the scandals, rumours and
explosive moments of his life;
revealing the amazing truths,
private pain and personal triumphs
that no one realised. It's the
incredible story of a remarkable
Australian you never really knew.
Until now.
The end of career biography of one
of the most loved stars of Australian
cricket is now available in
paperback with a brand new cover,
after selling over 30,000 copies in
hardback. Michael Hussey’s huge
popularity does not rest solely on
his incredible playing record.
Popularly known as Mr Cricket, he
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made his Test debut against the
West Indies in Brisbane in
November 2005, and has scored
6,183 Test runs over 78 Tests in his
career. But to his fans, it is the way
he plays the game rather than
simply the sum of his achievements
that marks him out as one of the
best-loved cricketers of his
generation. He is a middle-order
maestro with a batting average of
51.52, but he has always played
cricket with an integrity and sense
of values that is the epitome of
what cricket stands for. His
autobiography takes you behind the
scenes to his world of cricket. From
his lengthy struggle to break into
the Australian side, through to his
masterly achievements in the
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Australian team, in ODI and Indian
Premier League – this book follows
his extraordinary cricket career.,
with plenty of surprisingly frank
admissions & behind the scenes
dramas.
From quaint beginnings on the lush
fields of Hilton College, a whirlwind
introduction into the Test arena
against Australia announced Mike
Procter as a serious contender for
the tag of greatest all-rounder of all
time. Blessed with pace, swing, and
a free-spirited nature at the crease,
"Proccie" was primed for the
biggest stages. But, like the rest of
a fantastic generation of South
African sportsmen, his Test career
was cut short by politics. Caught in
the Middle is a look at Procter's
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force of will to stamp his mark
through county cricket. World
Series Cricket also gave him the
stage to showcase his full range of
skills. In the second half of a
lifelong journey with the sport,
Procter the coach, manager, and
selector for the new South Africa
was central to some of the modern
era's most iconic and dramatic
moments. While in the autumn of
his career, Procter the match
referee was caught in the middle of
the Darrell Hair chronicles,
Monkeygate in Australia, and the
bomb blast that ended international
cricket in Pakistan. A compelling
read, Caught in the Middle is the
fascinating story of a lifelong love
affair with cricket.
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Stories from Cricket's best-loved
personalities
Seeing the Sunrise
Slow Death
It Takes All Sorts
Monkeygate, Politics and Other
Hairy Issues : the Autobiography of
Mike Procter
Glenn McGrath Line and Strength

True Colours (Young
Reader's
Edition)Macmillan
The number 1 bestseller
in paperback. One of the
greatest cricketers of
all time, Ricky Ponting
boasts more records than
any other player in
Australian history
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including the most wins
as a player and a
captain, as well as
being Australia's
highest run-scorer in
test and ODI cricket.
From childhood prodigy
to the highs and lows of
an extraordinary
international career, At
the Close of Play is the
remarkable autobiography
of one of the game's
greats. But beyond the
triumphs and scandals,
records and retirement,
this is the story of a
life lived in cricket
and of a life shaped by
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extraordinary talent and
the people who believed
in that talent.
Famous for his
dreadlocks, his zinc
plastered lips and
powerful hitting, Andrew
Symonds is one of
Australia's most popular
and entertaining
cricketers.
Thirteen-year-old Ruby,
a genius code-cracker
and daring detective,
gets an anonymous call
setting a challenge that
leads her to the
headquarters of
Spectrum, a highly
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secret anti-crime agency
that needs her help to
crack a code, but soon
Ruby uncovers dastardly
plans of the Fool's Gold
Gang.
Ruby Redfort Look Into
My Eyes
True Colours (Young
Reader's Edition)
My Roller Coaster Ride
to Success
One who Will
Line and Strength
Celebrating Cricket's
Colourful Characters
Matthew Hayden was one of
the most commanding
batsmen the game has ever
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seen - and one of its
great enigmas. A religious
man and a ruthless onfield sledger. A brutal
enforcer, and a softhearted family man.
Australian record-holder
for highest score in Tests
and One Day
Internationals, who was at
times troubled by selfdoubt and doubters. In
Standing My Ground Hayden
confronts these
contradictions head-on. He
talks frankly about the
forces that shaped his
journey from fringe
international to a giant
of the game, and takes us
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on a privileged tour
inside the sporting
machine that dominated all
comers in a golden age of
Australian cricket. This
isn't a predictable ballby-ball account of a
stellar career. Instead,
Hayden delivers a
characteristically direct
assessment of the matches
and the people that
mattered most. He opens up
on umpires, the media,
superstitions, teammates
and opponents with
disarming honesty and
humour. The country boy
from Kingaroy rose to
greatness in the cricket
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world. Here is the
superstar batsman, the
surfer, fisherman and chef
in a book as bold and
powerful as the man
himself.
For 30 years, batsmen
around the world have
feared the slow and
deliberate way Rudi
Koertzen raises his left
arm to give them out - so
much so that it has given
rise to his nickname, Slow
Death. Despite the
sinister sobriquet, Rudi
Koertzen remains one of
the most loved and
respected umpires in world
cricket, and certainly one
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of the most experienced:
to date, he is the only
umpire to have stood in
200 One Day
Internationals, and he has
100 Test matches under his
belt. Now Rudi takes the
reader back to some of the
highlights of his career
in Test, ODI and T20
matches, including several
World Cups and Ashes
series. From his unique
perspective, he rates the
cricketers he has umpired
over the years - the best
batsmen, bowlers and
fielders - and gives
reasons why they stand out
from other players. He
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shares players’ hilarious
on-field antics and, on
occasion, histrionics. And
he doesn’t shy away from
discussing the
controversial side of
international cricket,
from match fixing to
terrorist attacks, while
giving his frank and
possibly controversial
views on the use of
technology in the game.
Humorous, informative and
nostalgic, this is the
book every cricket fan
will want to own.
A tell-all book on and by
Pakistan cricket's fastest
and most controversial
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bowlerOne of the most
talented and certainly one
of the most colourful
players in the history of
cricket, Shoaib Akhtar
holds the record for the
fastest delivery ever,
clocking in at 11.2 mph.
Having taken more than 400
wickets in his
international career,
Shoaib has seen it all-the
best matches, the most
exciting tournaments, the
highs and lows of personal
achievement and failure.
Controversially Yours is
his take on the game, on
his peers, on the fraught
tussles between bowlers
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and batsmen and, of
course, the institutions
that control the sport,
including the ICC and the
Pakistan Cricket Board.
From the early days of
struggle to the 2011 World
Cup, this is Shoaib's
story in his own words,
straight from the heart.
Player and captain reached
pinacle of Australian
cricket.
A Personal Story of the
Ashes and World Cup
Campaigns, 2002-03
With an Introduction
Historical and Critical
... and a Key to the Oral
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Exercises ...
An Inquiry Into the
Changes in the Price of
Books which Have Occurred
in England at Different
Periods
English Book Collectors
At the Close of Play
The Young Readers' edition of the
bestselling adult non-fiction title
Many critics believe Adam Gilchrist
is the greatest
wicketkeeper/batsman to have
played the game, but Adam's huge
popularity does not rest solely on
his incredible track record. To his
millions of fans around the world, it
is the way he plays the game –
rather than simply the sum of his
achievements – that marks him out
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as one of the best-loved cricketers
of his generation. He is both a
swashbuckling batsman and recordbreaking wicketkeeper, yet perhaps
his true impact has come from the
manner in which he plays his
cricket – with an integrity and sense
of values that many thought had
departed the game forever. True
Colours is his autobiography, and
like the man himself it's
incomparable. With unflinching
honesty, intelligence, compassion
and humour, Adam takes you into
the world of cricket that few outside
of the Australian team have ever
seen. From his early struggles to
establish himself, through to the
giant achievements of the
Australian test and one-day sides,
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True Colours offers an
extraordinary window on Adam, on
cricket's major stars and on the
game itself.
In C. L. R. James's classic Beyond
a Boundary, the sport is cricket and
the scene is the colonial West
Indies. Always eloquent and
provocative, James--the "black
Plato," (as coined by the London
Times)--shows us how, in the
rituals of performance and conflict
on the field, we are watching not
just prowess but politics and
psychology at play. Part memoir of
a boyhood in a black colony (by
one of the founding fathers of
African nationalism), part
passionate celebration of an
unusual and unexpected game,
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Beyond a Boundary raises, in a
warm and witty voice, serious
questions about race, class,
politics, and the facts of colonial
oppression. Originally published in
England in 1963 and in the United
States twenty years later
(Pantheon, 1983), this second
American edition brings back into
print this prophetic statement on
race and sport in society.
This is more than just a sports
book, although the author is an
accomplished Test cricketer. Justin
Langer was a member of one of
Australia's greatest sporting teams
for nearly a decade?but the
messages of this inspirational
guidebook go far beyond the
boundary rope. Many of the book's
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stories come from the sporting
field?and its leading characters are
high-profile champions, such as
Steve Waugh, Ricky Ponting, and
Matthew Hayden?but the lessons
learned can be shared by all of us.
A handbook for overcoming selfdoubt, for reveling in success, and
for aiming high, this book is.
A sporting classic and a manual for
livingSourav Ganguly life has been
full of highs and lows.Arguably
India greatest cricket captain, he
gave confidence to the
team,reenergized them and took
India,for the first time, to
spectacular overseas victories.But
Ganguly story also came with great
challenges from his early days
where he had to wait four long
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years beforebeing included in the
team to the ugly battle with the
Australian coach Greg Chappell.
He fought his way out of every
corner and climbed back up from
every defeat, becoming India
ultimate comeback king. What does
it take to perform when the
pressure is skyhigh? How do you
fight back and win? How do you
make a name for yourself when you
are young and have started the
journey which is closest to your
heart? As Sourav takes you
through his life, he looks at how to
overcome challenges and come out
a winner. Time and time again.
I Don't Like Cricket ... I Love It
The Making of Species
The Dreaming Jewels
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Playing It My Way
30 Makers and Shakers of
Australia's Favourite Sport
My Story
A desperate boy escapes his
abusive home by joining a
carnival and is drawn into a
dark conspiracy in this tale by
“a master storyteller” (Kurt
Vonnegut). Though only eight
years old, little Horton “Horty”
Bluett has known a lifetime of
sadness. Tormented and
abused by his adoptive family,
he’s had enough—and with a
beloved broken toy he calls
“Junky” as his sole companion,
the desperate little boy runs
away to join a carnival. There,
among the fortune tellers, firePage 51/60
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eaters, sideshow freaks, and
assorted “strange people,”
Horty hopes to find acceptance
and, at long last, a real home.
But disgraced doctor Pierre
“Maneater” Monetre’s
traveling show is no ordinary
entertainment, and its
performers are not what they
appear to be. The Maneater
has sinister plans for the world
that go far beyond fleecing
unsuspecting rubes and other
easy marks—a dark and
terrible scheme that requires
unleashing the extraterrestrial
power of the dreaming jewels,
and the unwitting assistance
of a young boy who may be far
more remarkable than he’s
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ever imagined. The full-length
debut by Theodore Sturgeon, a
legendary writer who won
Nebula and Hugo Awards and
authored such classics as More
Than Human, this journey into
a circus of shadows is “an
intensely written and very
moving novel of love and
retribution” (The Washington
Star). This ebook features an
illustrated biography of
Theodore Sturgeon including
rare images and never-beforeseen documents from the
University of Kansas’s Kenneth
Spencer Research Library and
the author’s estate, among
other sources.
Account of the Ashes and
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World Cup cricket campaigns
of 2002-2003, by Australian
cricket player Adam Gilchrist.
Looks at the debate over Steve
Waugh's continued selection,
the political furore
surrounding World Cup
matches in Zimbabwe, Shane
Warne's drug scandal,
Gilchrist's own decision to
walk during a World Cup semifinal, and the performance of
the Australian cricketers.
Foreword by Andrew Denton.
Includes colour photos.
In his role as Australian
captain, Michael Clarke has
introduced a very different
dynamic into the traditions of
captaincy. Open, inclusive and
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articulate, Clarke is a
refreshing change from the
often gruff and monosyllabic
leaders of the past. 2013 has
produced his greatest
challenge to date - leading an
Australian team of uncertain
quality against the might of a
resurgent England. But
underperforming players have
not been his only problem, as
the sacking of Australian
coach Mickey Arthur just days
before the First Test at Trent
Bridge created shockwaves in
the team. Clarke's Ashes
Diaries give us a real behindthe-scenes view of the
Australian team and the
incredible ups and downs of a
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riveting and controversial
Ashes series. Recorded day-byday, and covering every
highlight and lowlight with
intelligence and honesty, this
is a genuine insight into one of
the most rewarding, most
difficult and most high-profile
jobs in Australia - captain of
our cricket team.
The greatest run-scorer in the
history of cricket, Sachin
Tendulkar retired in 2013 after
an astonishing 24 years at the
top. The most celebrated
Indian cricketer of all time, he
received the Bharat Ratna
Award - India's highest civilian
honour - on the day of his
retirement. Now Sachin
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Tendulkar tells his own
remarkable story - from his
first Test cap at the age of 16
to his 100th international
century and the emotional
final farewell that brought his
country to a standstill. When a
boisterous Mumbai
youngster's excess energies
were channelled into cricket,
the result was record-breaking
schoolboy batting exploits that
launched the career of a
cricketing phenomenon.
Before long Sachin Tendulkar
was the cornerstone of India's
batting line-up, his every move
watched by a cricket-mad
nation's devoted followers.
Never has a cricketer been
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burdened with so many
expectations; never has a
cricketer performed at such a
high level for so long and with
such style - scoring more runs
and making more centuries
than any other player, in both
Tests and one-day games. And
perhaps only one cricketer
could have brought together a
shocked nation by defiantly
scoring a Test century shortly
after terrorist attacks rocked
Mumbai. His many
achievements with India
include winning the World Cup
and topping the world Test
rankings. Yet he has also
known his fair share of
frustration and failure - from
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injuries and early World Cup
exits to stinging criticism from
the press, especially during his
unhappy tenure as captain.
Despite his celebrity status,
Sachin Tendulkar has always
remained a very private man,
devoted to his family and his
country. Now, for the first
time, he provides a fascinating
insight into his personal life
and gives a frank and
revealing account of a sporting
life like no other.
“The” Grammar of English
Grammars
Adam Gilchrist
Standing My Ground
Cricket For Dummies
Walking to Victory
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True Colours
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